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Objective: The general goal of this study was to advance our understanding of Type 2 diabetes
(T2D)-cognition relationships in older adults by linking and testing comprehensive sets of potential
moderators, potential mediators, and multiple cognitive outcomes. Method: We identified in the literature 13 health-related (but T2D-distal) potential covariates, representing four informal domains (i.e.,
biological vitality, personal affect, subjective health, lifestyle activities). Cross-sectional data from the
Victoria Longitudinal Study (age range ⫽ 53–90 years; n ⫽ 41 T2D and n ⫽ 458 control participants)
were used. We first examined whether any of the 13 potential covariates influenced T2D-cognition
associations, as measured by a comprehensive neuropsychological battery (15 measures). Next, using
standard regression-based moderator and mediator analyses, we systematically tested whether the
identified covariates would significantly alter observed T2D-cognition relationships. Results: Six potential covariates were found to be sensitive to T2D associations with performance on seven cognitive
measures. Three factors (systolic blood pressure, gait-balance composite, subjective health) were significant mediators. Each mediated multiple cognitive outcomes, especially measures of neurocognitive
speed, executive functioning, and episodic memory. Conclusions: Our findings offer a relatively
comprehensive perspective of T2D-related cognitive deficits, comorbidities, and modulating influences.
The implications for future research reach across several fields of study and application. These include
(1) neuropsychological research on neural and biological bases of T2D-related cognitive decline, (2)
clinical research on intervention and treatment strategies, and (3) larger-scale longitudinal studies
examining the potential multilateral and dynamic relationships among T2D status, related comorbidities,
and cognitive outcomes.
Keywords: aging, cognition, Type II diabetes, mediator, moderator

established generic risk factors (e.g., obesity, low physical activity,
and genetic predisposition; The Expert Committee on the Diagnosis and Classification of Diabetes Mellitus, 2003). The neurobiological mechanisms through which diabetes may exacerbate cognitive deficits of normal aging are not yet known (Nilsson &
Wahlin, 2009). Working theories identify level and variability in
insulin or blood glucose as partly responsible for deleterious
vascular effects in key regions of the brain (e.g., hippocampus and
cerebral cortex; Gispen & Biessels, 2000; Messier, 2005), all of
which may have consequences in core aspects of cognition. Potential mechanisms through which T2D may affect cognitive performance are thought to be (1) indirect, gradual, and cumulative,
(2) susceptible to modification by a set of proximal (diabetesrelated) biological conditions, or (3) subject to qualification by
(more distal) comorbidities or other factors (Nilsson & Wahlin,
2009).
Inconsistencies and qualifications in the T2D-cognition literature are notable (e.g., Nilsson, 2006; Okereke et al., 2008). The
patterns are mixed for some cognitive domains, such as episodic
memory, fluency, and global cognition (e.g., Arvanitakis, Wilson, & Bennett, 2006; Hassing et al., 2003; Nilsson, Fastbom,
& Wahlin, 2002). The patterns for other domains are uncontradicted but require replication (e.g., neurocognitive speed, executive functioning; Fischer, de Frias, Yeung, & Dixon, 2009;
Yeung, Fischer, & Dixon, 2009). Further research will benefit

The prevalence of Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is increasing among
North American older adults (e.g., National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive & Kidney Diseases, 2008; Votey & Peters, 2009;
Wild, Roglic, Green, Sicree, & King, 2004). Although not a
neurological disease, T2D is linked to a heightened risk of cognitive deficits (e.g., Awad, Gagnon, & Messier, 2004) and dementia
(e.g., Arvanitakis, Wilson, Bienias, Evans, & Bennett, 2004; Xu,
Qiu, Wahlin, Winblad, & Fratiglioni, 2004). T2D is conceptualized as a disease cluster with continua of multiple nonspecific
etiological causes or processes, but with aging and several well-
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from comparative testing across a wide range of cognitive
domains and samples, but which also explore key potential
covariates and comorbidities that are associated with the inconsistencies (Manschot et al., 2006; Strachan, Frier, & Deary,
1997; Yeung et al., 2009).
Several methodological issues are among the reasons for inconsistencies and qualifications in published results. Two of these
issues are of direct concern to the present study. First, the optimal
multifaceted data set for examining cognitive effects of T2D may
not yet exist (Strachan et al., 1997). On the one hand, some
epidemiological studies excel in T2D-related biological indicators
(e.g., blood glucose level, HbA1c), markers of the T2D disease
cluster (e.g., insulin signaling and utilization, glucose tolerance),
diagnostic criteria, and large well-characterized samples. However, some relevant cognitive neuropsychological domains may be
underrepresented or imprecisely measured, and the cognitive effects of T2D may be domain-specific or they may emerge selectively in specific temporal patterns. The breadth or efficiency of the
neuropsychological test battery is an important consideration (e.g.,
Yeung et al., 2009). On the other hand, ongoing neuropsychological studies of T2D and aging may offer theoretically and clinically
comprehensive coverage of well-measured cognitive domains, but
they may be correspondingly weaker in tapping the basic neurobiological and disease severity continua. Arguably, the rougher
biological brushstrokes may limit the extent to which theoretically
representative and well-measured neuropsychological performance can be linked to basic biological disease patterns (Nilsson
& Wahlin, 2009). Nevertheless, progress can be made by balancing and merging different methodological strengths and weaknesses.
A second methodological issue results from the confluence of
three important T2D-cognition observations. First, because T2D
and cognition are multidimensional clusters of phenomena, the
underlying biological mechanisms linking them are indirect and
multidirectional. Second, the cognitive effects of T2D may be
initially small in magnitude, restricted in range, and in early cases
masked by normal aging-related decline. Third, T2D-cognition
relationships may be qualified by multiple conditions, ranging
from proximal comorbidities (disease-related biological conditions) to distal covariates (contextual, personal, or neurocognitive
factors). In summary, the detection of T2D-related cognitive deficits may be affected by unmodified, uncontrolled, or unmeasured
biological, health, fitness, affective-psychological, or lifestyle variables. For example, T2D-related cognitive deficits in older adults
may be exacerbated when coupled not only with proximal biological complications (e.g., impaired glucose tolerance, dyslipidemia;
Nilsson & Wahlin, 2009; Ryan & Geckle, 2000) but also with
more distal lifestyle or health characteristics (e.g., clinical depression or poor physical fitness; Stewart & Liolitsa, 1999). Regarding
the latter, although relatively little T2D-cognition research has
included markers of these more distal factors, their potential importance to the expression and detection of diabetes-cognition
relationships in community-dwelling older adults has been noted
(Coates & Rae, 2006; Hendrickx, McEwen, & van der Ouderaa,
2005). These distal (i.e., not specifically disease-related) covariates
may be potential moderators or mediators of T2D effects on
cognition.

Potential Covariates of T2D-Cognition Relationships
In neuropsychological studies of T2D-cognition relationships,
the influences of some potential distal covariates are controlled
either statistically or through exclusionary criteria (e.g., dementia,
cardio/cerebrovascular conditions). Perhaps the most common covariate is blood pressure (e.g., Elias et al., 1997; Hassing et al.,
2004), because of its relationship with vascular health. Specifically, when T2D presents comorbid with systolic hypertension, the
risk associated with cognitive decline or dementia is increased
(Hassing et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004), although its function at
nonclinical levels is not clear (Fontbonne, Berr, Ducimetiere, &
Alperovitch, 2001; Gregg et al., 2000; Yeung et al., 2009). Other
relatively distal factors may operate to influence both biological
and cognitive T2D-related consequences (e.g., Grimley & Areosa,
2003). Although regularly mentioned in the literature, few have
been systematically tested (Connell, 1991; Padgett, Mumford,
Hynes, & Carter, 1988; Whittemore, Melkus, & Gray, 2005). We
identified 13 such factors, sorting them informally into four conceptual domains: biological vitality (fitness), personal affect, subjective and functional health, and lifestyle activities. Lack of
empirical precedent has led us to test each variable (marking a
single domain) separately.

Biological Vitality
Several markers of biological vitality have been identified as
qualifying observed cognitive deficits in normal aging (Anstey &
Smith, 1999; MacDonald, Dixon, Cohen, & Hazlitt, 2004), Alzheimer’s disease (Buchman, Schneider, Wilson, Bienias, & Bennett, 2006), and possibly T2D (McEwen, 2006; Stewart & Liolitsa,
1999). The present markers representing this domain are body
mass index (BMI), peak expiratory flow, grip strength, and gait
and balance. When presenting with T2D, obesity (often measured
as BMI) could affect cognitive performance through a variety of
peripheral processes (e.g., sleep disturbance and apnoeic episodes;
see McEwen, 2006; Stewart & Liolitsa, 1999). Peak expiratory
flow (a pulmonary functioning indicator) and grip strength (a
peripheral muscular measure) have been related to multiple domains of cognition among older adults, both concurrently (Wahlin,
MacDonald, de Frias, Nilsson, & Dixon, 2006) and across a
12-year longitudinal period (MacDonald et al., 2004). Also related
to fitness, markers of gait and balance are thought to reflect
neurological compromises related to normal aging decline (particularly executive functioning), non-Alzheimer’s dementia, and Alzheimer’s disease (e.g., Holzer, Verghese, Xue, & Lipton, 2006;
van Iersel, Kessels, Bloem, Verbeek, & Olde Rikkert, 2008;
Verghese et al., 2002). Given that T2D may disrupt executive
functioning (Fischer et al., 2009), a testable connection to markers
of this domain is apparent.

Personal Affect
This domain includes depression and well-being (e.g., Anderson, Freedland, Clouse, & Lustman, 2001; Hendrickx et al., 2005;
Ryan & Geckle, 2000; Watari et al., 2006). Depression is both
more prevalent and serious in older adults with T2D than in
controls (Awad et al., 2004). Although the mechanism linking
depression and diabetes is not known, their comorbidity may
influence cognitive performance through exacerbated risk for (1)
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apathy or noncompliance of treatment regimens and (2) social
indifference or isolation. Regarding well-being, more serious diabetes-related comorbidities have been linked to greater negative
affect (e.g., hypertension: Jonas & Lando, 2000; acute hyperglycemia: Sommerfield, Deary, & Frier, 2004), and such combinations may lower cognitive performance. On the other hand, a
positive sense of well-being may be linked to enhanced attention to
health-promoting behaviors and health information (Moskowitz,
Epel, & Acree, 2008), thus potentially supporting cognitive performance (Naor, Steingrüber, Westhoff, Schottenfeld-Naor, &
Gries, 1997).
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may enhance diabetes management (Padgett et al., 1988). Specific
diabetes treatment-related biological mechanisms potentially supporting cognitive performance (e.g., triglyceride levels, Perlmuter
et al., 1988; glycemic control, Kanaya, Barrett-Connor, Gildengorin, & Yaffe, 2004) are unclear, but factors that affect T2D
biology may also affect cognitive reserve and neuropsychological
performance (Grimley & Areosa, 2003). Overall, the loss of lifestyle engagement in the everyday lives of T2D adults may reduce
the effectiveness of disease treatments, leading to vulnerabilities in
cognitive health.

The Present Study
Subjective Health
All three forms of subjective health are available in this study.
These include (1) veridical beliefs about health status (e.g., overall
health ratings), (2) personal or affective impressions of comparative health status (e.g., ratings requiring comparisons to others of
same or different ages), and (3) subjective judgments of the functional effect of one’s health on everyday life activities (Liang,
Bennett, Whitelaw, & Maeda, 1991; Sargent-Cox, Anstey, &
Luszcz, 2008). Overall, subjective health beliefs have performed
as predictors and covariates of cognition in relatively healthy older
adults (e.g., Wahlin et al., 2006) and are typically reported as
background or control variables in neuropsychological studies of
aging. Regarding diabetes, older adults with T2D have produced
lower self-ratings of health than controls (Connell, 1991; Fischer et
al., 2009). Moreover, diabetes severity and subsequent health
outcomes (e.g., death, Benjamins, Hummer, Eberstein, & Nam,
2004; depression, Sargent-Cox et al., 2008) have been associated
with both lower subjective health and poorer everyday instrumental activities (Reynolds & Silverstein, 2003). Arguably, the diagnosis and continuing management demands of T2D could differentially affect overall subjective health among older adults. If so,
subjective health may operate to moderate or mediate T2D-cognition relationships.

Lifestyle Activities
Engagement in a cluster of everyday lifestyle activities (including social, cognitive, physical) may provide sufficient cognitive
reserve to delay normal aging-related decline or even diagnoses of
dementia (e.g., Stern, 2007). Regarding T2D, only indirect clinical
evidence has appeared. For example, clinicians have noted that the
success of T2D treatment regimens is enhanced when patients are
socially engaged (Ciechanowski, Katon, & Russo, 2005; Connell,
Fisher, & Houston, 1992; Ford, Tilley, & McDonald, 1998) or
physically active (Frier, Yang, & Taylor, 2006). Maintaining or
enhancing social engagement or support are often components of
diabetes interventions and evaluation studies, for they are thought
to facilitate treatment effects, thereby leading to overall better
disease outcomes (e.g., Ingram, Gallengos, & Elenes, 2005; Naor
et al., 1997; Taylor, Keim, Sparrer, Van Delinder, & Parker, 2004)
and perhaps prevention or postponement of later disability and
death (Kuo, Raji, Peek, & Goodwin, 2004). Cognitive engagement
may encourage maintenance of cognitive reserve (Stern, 2007) in
typical older adults through such mechanisms as practice and
compensation (e.g., Dixon, Garrett, & Bäckman, 2008). For T2D
patients, cognitive engagement (e.g., educational intervention)

Although the growing attention to the potential role of distal
covariates in modulating T2D-cognition relationships testifies to
an important methodological concern about uncontrolled sources
of variance in clinical studies, it does not delineate whether the
potential covariates operate in ways that are consistent with moderation or mediation models (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Whereas a
moderator variable would affect the direction or strength of the
T2D-cognition relationship, a mediator variable would directly
account for some or all of the observed relationship. Regressionbased moderation and mediation analyses (Baron & Kenny, 1986)
have made significant contributions to related literatures, including
research on neuropsychological populations such as aging and
disease groups (e.g., Thornton, Deria, Gelb, Shapiro, & Hill, 2007;
Wahlin, 2004). For example, a recent study determined that two of
the present candidate covariate domains (i.e., subjective health and
biological vitality) selectively qualified age and gender effects in
cognitive performance among typically aging adults (Wahlin et al.,
2006). To our knowledge, the T2D-cognition relationship has not
been systematically studied in terms of moderators or mediators,
although reviewers have argued for the importance of doing so.
The Victoria Longitudinal Study (VLS; Dixon & de Frias, 2004)
is well-positioned to contribute to the investigation of potential
moderators and mediators in T2D-cognition relationships. In two
previous VLS studies, we (1) applied all recommended exclusionary criteria and statistically controlled for systolic blood pressure,
(2) examined a multidimensional spectrum of cognitive neuropsychological tests, (3) observed robust diabetes-related deficits in
specific measures of cognitive speed and speed-intensive executive
functioning, and (4) replicated cross-sectional (Yeung et al., 2009)
and longitudinal (3-year interval; Fischer et al., 2009) results. For
the present study, we returned to our original cross-sectional data
set (Yeung et al., 2009), as it included our largest group of T2D
participants and controls. We expanded the original data set substantially by (1) assembling markers of 13 commonly cited potential covariates (from the four reviewed domains) of T2D-cognition
relationships, and (2) including additional participants in the control group (i.e., those who had been previously excluded for
subclinical depression). Our goal was to test whether indicators
from the domains of biological vitality, personal affect, subjective
health, and lifestyle activities served as significant covariates
(moderators or mediators) of T2D-related group differences in
cognitive performance. In addition to replication of the basic
patterns of group differences (cf. Yeung et al., 2009), the present
study focused on three unique research questions. First, considering the broad range of candidate covariates from the four clusters
noted above, are there significant covariates beyond the standard
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systolic blood pressure? Second, do any identified significant covariates moderate the effect of diabetes on any cognitive measure?
Third, do any of the identified significant covariates mediate the
relationship between diabetes and any cognitive measure? Our
research plan benefits from a broad neuropsychological battery and
a multifaceted set of potential covariates. However, it is exploratory in that specific predictions about which variables may be
significant covariates (moderators or mediators) are not available
in the literature. Therefore, we use univariate regression-based
statistical procedures, standard in this area, to examine the three
main research questions.

Method
Participants
The VLS is an ongoing multicohort study of initially healthy,
community-dwelling, volunteer older adults from a medium-sized
Canadian city who are tested on cognitive, neuropsychological,
health, and physiological measures (for further information see
Dixon & de Frias, 2004). We drew participants from VLS Sample 3, Wave 1 (baseline n ⫽ 577; age range 53–90 years; M
age ⫽ 68.29 years; SD ⫽ 8.60). Initial exclusion removed n ⫽ 7
participants (because of missing data or Type 1 diabetes status).
Further T2D diagnostic information and exclusionary criteria were
applied to the remaining pool (n ⫽ 570).
T2D classification. A multiple-stage classification procedure
involved the sequential application of strict criteria (Yeung et al.,
2009). Inclusion into the final T2D group required that participants
meet all of the following conditions: (1) concurrent self-report of
both formal diabetes diagnosis (by a physician) and a corresponding severity rating, (2) concurrent report of T2D onset over the age
of 31, (3) concurrent report of specific method of treatment (i.e.,
oral medication, insulin, diet and exercise, no control, or any
combination), (4) concurrent presence of objective prescription
and nonprescription medications for participants who reported this
form of treatment, and (5) 3-year follow-up validity information,
including complete and matching confirmation of the continuing
presence of these criteria. Additional biomedical information pertaining to diabetes diagnosis (e.g., blood glucose levels or HbA1c
levels) is unavailable for the VLS, but the present classification
procedures have been documented and exceed the standards of
self-reports (e.g., Arvanitakis et al., 2006; Gregg et al., 2000;
Luchsinger, Tang, Stern, Shea, & Mayeux, 2001; Nilsson, 2006).
As a result of the concurrent criteria (1– 4 above), n ⫽ 48 were
identified as potential T2D participants. After the 3-year follow-up
validity check (5 above), n ⫽ 4 potential T2D participants were
removed. This left n ⫽ 44 confirmed T2D participants, and n ⫽
522 in the provisional control group.
Exclusionary criteria. The remaining participants in both
groups were evaluated on three common exclusionary criteria.
First, we confirmed that no participants had been previously diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or vascular dementia. Second,
participants scoring less than 26 on the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) were removed (diabetes n ⫽ 0, control n ⫽ 16). Third, based on the VLS
intake health inventory, we inspected the following clusters of
potential comorbid diseases: (1) neurological conditions (i.e., selfreported stroke, Parkinson’s disease, epilepsy, and head injury),
(2) cardiovascular disease (i.e., myocardial infarction, unstable

angina, hyper/hypotension, and atherosclerosis), (3) other related
health conditions (i.e., spinal and back conditions, thyroid complications), and (4) psychiatric/adjustment conditions (i.e., alcohol
or drug dependence, antipsychotic medication). As in previous
studies, we treated the two groups slightly differently (e.g., Yeung
et al., 2009). Any T2D participant self-reporting moderate conditions for any of the four clusters of health comorbidities was
selected for individualized follow-up cognitive assessment. By a
priori standard, we excluded any T2D participant who both indicated a moderate comorbid condition and scored 1 SD (or more)
below the diabetes group mean on any test in a standard cognitive
reference test battery (i.e., VLS word recall, story memory, vocabulary, simple reaction time). We excluded n ⫽ 3 T2D participants on this basis. The health exclusionary procedure for the
control group was straightforward (presence of any of the comorbidity criteria), and resulted in n ⫽ 46 exclusions. Because of our
interest in depressive affect as a potential covariate, we retained
n ⫽ 36 control group participants who had either reported depression or used antidepression medication, but who were excluded in
the previous study (Yeung et al., 2009). In addition, n ⫽ 2 control
participants were removed because of missing or extreme values
on speed tests.
Final group characteristics. Characteristics of the final T2D
group (n ⫽ 41; age range ⫽ 55 to 81 years) and control group (n ⫽
458; age range ⫽ 53 to 90 years) are shown in Table 1. The two
groups were similar in age, education, gender proportions, as well
as marital and dwelling status. No group differences were found
for global cognition, visual acuity (Close Vision Task, Snellen
Fractions), or audio acuity (dB).

Cognitive Tests
We began with the same 15 cognitive measures used in our
previous diabetes studies (e.g., Fischer et al., 2009). All measures
and all factorially based composite variables are fully described
elsewhere (e.g., Dixon & de Frias, 2004; Hultsch, Hertzog, Dixon,
& Small, 1998).
Episodic memory. Two VLS episodic memory tasks were
combined to create one composite measure (Dixon et al., 2004).
Specifically, the standard VLS word recall task used the average
number of words recalled immediately from two lists (each 30
words, with six words from five categories). The VLS story recall
task used the proportion of gist recall after reading two standard
structurally equivalent stories (about 300 words, 60 propositions,
in 24 sentences). The scores for each task were converted to
z-scores and averaged for a composite episodic memory indicator.
In addition, two typical scores from the Rey Auditory Verbal
Learning Test (RAVLT; Vakil & Blachstein, 1993) were used. By
standardized convention, the scores for the RAVLT Trial B (acquisition) and Trial A6 (retention) were used (e.g., Yeung et al.,
2009).
Semantic memory. The vocabulary test measured total number of correct responses on a 54-question multiple-choice recognition vocabulary test from the Educational Testing Service (ETS)
kit of factor-referenced tests (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen, 1976). Fact recall was measured using the average score on
two different 40-item tests of general information (e.g., from
history, arts, sports) derived from a normed battery (Nelson &
Narens, 1980).
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Table 1
Demographic Characteristics of Participants in the Diabetes and Control Groups

Age
Range
Gender (% female)
Education
MMSE
Marital status (% married)
Dwelling status (%)
Live alone
Live with at least one other
Perceived audition
Perceived vision
Tobacco use (%)
Yes
Previously
Never
Alcohol consumption (%)
Yes
Previously
Never
Diabetes duration
Diabetes severity (%)
Mild
Moderate
Serious
Depression (% reporting) all levels
Reported medication use (%)
Antidiabetic
Antidepressant
Antihypertensive

Diabetes
(n ⫽ 41)

Controls
(n ⫽ 458)

M ⫽ 68.59 (SD ⫽ 7.16)
55–81
56.1
M ⫽ 15.12 (SD ⫽ 3.44)
M ⫽ 28.78 (SD ⫽ 1.08)
56.1

M ⫽ 67.50 (SD ⫽ 8.45)
53–90
70.7
M ⫽ 15.27 (SD ⫽ 2.91)
M ⫽ 28.86 (SD ⫽ 1.06)
60.7

31.7
68.3
M ⫽ 2.48 (SD ⫽ .88)
M ⫽ 2.34 (SD ⫽ .66)

35.2
64.7
M ⫽ 1.98 (SD ⫽ .91)
M ⫽ 2.17 (SD ⫽ .76)

4.9
53.7
41.5
61.0
24.4
14.6
M ⫽ 8.29 (SD ⫽ 7.27)

4.8
53.1
42.1
88.6
4.6
6.8
—

53.7
43.9
2.4
31.6

—
—
—
21.0

68.3
7.3
51.2

—
7.2
18.0

Note. Age, age range, diabetes duration, and education are presented in years. Perceived audition and perceived
vision are self-rated relative to perfect state based on a scale from 1–5 (1 ⫽ very good, 5 ⫽ very poor).

Verbal fluency. We measured fluency using three subtests of
the VLS Verbal Fluency task: Opposites, Figures of speech, and
Similarities (Hultsch et al., 1998). Participants wrote as many
correct words as possible within a given time. Raw scores for each
subtest were recorded.
Executive functioning. Four tests of executive functioning
have been normed, validated and documented (e.g., Bielak, Mansueti, Strauss, & Dixon, 2006; de Frias, Dixon, & Strauss, 2006,
2009). Two tests reflected inhibition: (1) the Hayling Sentence
Completion Test measured initiation speed (Section A) and response suppression (Section B) in finding suitable words to complete a series of sentences rapidly (Burgess & Shallice, 1997), and
(2) the Stroop Test (Regard, 1981) required participants to ignore
the automatic response of reading a printed word (attending to
verbal content) and instead name the color of ink in which it is
printed (interference). Two tests measured shifting: (1) the Brixton
Spatial Anticipation Test, in which participants deduced simple
and changing patterns, measured their ability to abstract logical
rules (Andrés & Van der Linden, 2000), and (2) the Color Trails
Test (Part 2) (CTT-2; D’Elia, Satz, Uchiyama, & White, 1996),
which minimizes the influence of language.
Neurocognitive speed. From the five standard VLS speed
tests (Dixon et al., 2007; Hultsch et al., 1998), we created two
two-indicator composite variables and one single-measure variable. The reaction time composite was comprised of two reaction
time tests (using summed average standardized latency scores): (1)

Simple Reaction Time (SRT) test measured the average latency
of 50 trials and (2) Four-Choice Reaction Time (CRT4) measured
the average latency across 20 trials. The semantic speed composite
variable was created (using summed average standardized latency
scores): (1) Lexical Decision task involved the average of 60 trials
wherein participants indicated whether a string of letters formed a
plausible word, and (2) Sentence Verification task required participants to judge whether sentences were meaningful or not. The
fifth test, the Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSS; Wechsler,
1991) measured switching and perceptual speed. Participants had
90 s to match symbols and numbers in test boxes. The score was
the number of correctly transcribed items.

Candidate Covariate Variables
Based on our review, we assembled 13 measures representing
four domains of potential moderators or mediators of T2D-cognition relationships in older adults.
Personal affect. We used three measures: (1) the Center for
Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D; Radloff,
1977), and (2) the Bradburn Affect Balance Scale (ABS) positive
and negative affect scales (Bradburn, 1969). For the CES-D participants indicated (on a 4-point Likert scale, 20 items, range ⫽
0 – 60) how they felt in the last week. Higher scores indicated more
depressive symptoms. For ABS well-being, participants indicated
whether they had felt 10 emotions over the past month, including
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five positive (e.g., proud) and five negative (e.g., upset). Each
summed score was used (Maitland, Dixon, Hultsch, & Hertzog,
2001).
Subjective health. Three measures combined for a composite
variable (Wahlin et al., 2006). For two traditional measures varying in point of reference, participants rated their health on a 5-point
Likert scale (1 ⫽ very good, 5 ⫽ poor) relative to (1) a perfect
state of health, and (2) their age-peers. Functional health was
assessed with a 7-item instrument reflecting whether health
changes in the last 3 years had affected the ability to do everyday
activities (e.g., chores around the house). A 6-point scale (1 ⫽
gave up activity, 6 ⫽ improved activity) was used. The subjective
health composite variable required (1) reverse-coding the functional health measure, (2) converting raw scores to z-scores, and
(3) computing participant means.
Biological vitality (fitness). Six standardized measures were
used to assess participants’ physical fitness (e.g., MacDonald et al.,
2004). BMI (kg/m2) was calculated from baseline measurements
of weight and height. Peak expiratory flow (L/minute) was measured using a MiniWright Peak Flow Meter wherein participants
exhaled as quickly and forcefully as possible into the meter (score
was highest volume exhaled on three attempts). Grip strength (kg
force) was measured for each hand using a Smedley hand dynamometer (score was best of two attempts per hand). Both mean
systolic and diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) was calculated over
eight readings across two testing sessions. Gait and balance were
assessed using two timed tasks: (1) walk over a distance of 20 feet
(10 feet each way, including turn), and (2) 360-degree turn requiring one complete circle in place (scores were mean latency (ms)
for each task). As a result of high task similarity and between-test
correlations, we converted performance to standardized z-scores
and averaged to create a composite gait-balance index.
Lifestyle. We used the VLS Activities Lifestyle Questionnaire
(VLS-ALQ; Hultsch, Hertzog, Small, & Dixon, 1999) to measure
typical engagement over the past 2 years in three domains of
everyday activity: (1) physical activities (4 items), (2) social engagement (7 items), and (3) cognitive activities (novel information
processing scale, 27 items). The VLS-ALQ uses a 9-point scale
reflecting frequency of involvement in each activity; higher scores
indicated greater frequency of activity. Scores were summed and
averaged across each domain separately.

Data Analyses
To test the three research questions, three sets of analyses were
conducted. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
version 17.0 statistical software. To facilitate replication checks
and subsequent covariate analyses (cf. Yeung et al., 2009), we
used nontransformed variables (tests and composites) for all analyses.
The goals of the first set of analyses were to (1) identify and
select specific candidate covariate variables, and (2) reduce the
number of covariate and cognitive variables (and statistical tests)
required for the main moderator/mediator analyses. First, we selected (and excluded) covariates by a series of one-way ANOVAs
to check baseline group (T2D status) differences, indicative of
potential covariate status. We used univariate tests for three related
reasons: (1) the purpose was to identify candidate covariates for
later analyses and not to interpret group differences, (2) T2D status

differences on most of these measures have not previously been
systematically explored, and (3) information at the level of individual variables would be valuable for archival purposes. Accordingly, we selected for further analyses only those candidate covariate variables associated with significant (set at p ⬍ .05) group
differences. The default exploratory expectation was for differences in favor of the control group. Second, we selected (and
excluded) potential cognitive outcomes by conducting tests of
simple group differences on cognitive performance. The purposes
were to (1) follow-up (with some new composite variables and
additional participants) our earlier results (Yeung et al., 2009), and
(2) identify and select candidate cognitive measures for further
analyses. The prediction was for differences in favor of the control
group on speed and executive function. This selection process
identified the most promising covariate and cognitive variables,
and excluded the remainder.
The second set of analyses was conducted on only the selected
covariate and cognitive variables. For the moderator analyses, we
conducted hierarchical regressions (Pedhazur, 1982; Wahlin et al.,
2006) to examine whether any of the covariates identified in the
preliminary analyses moderated the effect of T2D status on the
selected cognitive measures. The hierarchical analyses for each
cognitive measure included three steps or blocks, each corresponding to entry of a single variable: (1) Block 1: T2D status; (2) Block
2: selected covariate; and (3) Block 3: T2D status X covariate
interaction term. By convention, a significant (set at p ⬍ .01)
interaction term (Block 3) was taken as indicative of a moderating
effect.
For the third set of analyses we used established regressionbased mediator analyses (Baron & Kenny, 1986; Kenny, 2008). As
is standard, mediators were identified and tested using two steps
(e.g., Wahlin et al., 2006). The first step was to partition variability
with results reported as percentage attenuation. Two regression
analyses varying only in order of entry were conducted. The first
analysis had the following order: Block 1: T2D status, and Block
2: potential mediator [⌬R2 (A)]. The second had the opposite
order: Block 1: potential mediator, and Block 2: T2D status [⌬R2
(B)]. The value, ⌬R2 (A), corresponds to the amount of variability
that is shared between T2D status and cognitive performance. The
value, ⌬R2 (B), corresponds to the amount of variability that is
shared between T2D status and cognitive performance after the
potential mediator variability has been removed. The percentage of
variability accounted for by the potential mediator was calculated
to produce the proportion of variability that is shared between
the potential mediator variable and the cognitive measure. In the
second step we tested the significance (set at p ⬍ .01) of the
potential mediators, utilizing the Sobel test (Baron & Kenney,
1986; Preacher & Leonardelli, 2003). Three regression analyses
were conducted for this test: (1) T2D status predicting cognitive
performance, (2) T2D status predicting the potential mediator
variable, and (3) T2D status and potential mediator variable entered together to predict cognitive performance. As is stipulated in
the Sobel test procedure, if all three analyses were to be significant,
the unstandardized regression coefficient (B) and the corresponding standard error (SE) for the regressions were tested to determine
if there was a significant difference between the direct effect path
(T2D status to cognitive performance) and the indirect effect path
(T2D status working through the mediator variable to cognitive
performance).
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Results
We report results in three sections based on the three research
questions.

Research Question 1a: Identification of Potential
T2D–Cognition Covariates
From the pool of 13 candidate covariates we observed significant group differences for six (see Table 2, left column): (1) two
from personal affect (depression, negative affect), (2) subjective
health composite, and (3) three from biological vitality (BMI,
systolic blood pressure, gait-balance composite). As expected, for
each the control group displayed better mean outcomes than the
T2D group (means are not presented in the table or interpreted
substantively). By a priori plan, only these six significant covariates were retained for further analyses.

Research Question 1b: Selection of Target
Cognitive Variables
Table 2 (right column) presents the ANOVA results for the
simple group comparisons on cognitive performance. As expected,
group differences (1) favored the controls over the T2D patients
and (2) were consistent with previous results in a similar data set
(Yeung et al., 2009). Selected for further moderator-mediator
analyses were these seven cognitive measures: (1) episodic memory composite, (2) two executive function (inhibition) tests
(Stroop, Hayling), (3) one executive function (shifting) test (CTT2), and (4) three neurocognitive speed measures (semantic speed
composite, reaction time composite, perceptual speed). Again, by
a priori stipulation, the means are not presented in the table or
interpreted further.

Research Question 2: Testing and Identification of
Moderator Effects
Blockwise hierarchical regression analyses were conducted only on
the covariates and cognitive measures selected from the previous

analyses (see Table 3 for significant results). As is standard in testing
for moderator effects, we entered T2D status in Block 1, the covariate
score in Block 2, and the interaction term in Block 3 (e.g., Wahlin et
al., 2006). Overall, the Block 1 results confirm the unsurprising
finding that T2D status is a significant predictor of performance for
these tasks (they were selected on this basis). Block 2 results are less
uniform but show that some covariates (especially systolic blood
pressure, gait-balance, subjective health) are associated with cognitive
performance after removing variance associated with T2D status. For
present purposes, one key result is that only two of the interaction
terms (Block 3) approached significance ( p ⬍ .05), indicating that
most candidate covariate variables did not robustly affect the strength
of specific T2D-cognition associations. For archival purposes, we
describe briefly the two covariates producing near-significant moderator effects. Notably, both were personal affect variables and both
moderated a neurocognitive speed indicator. Depression moderated
( p ⬍ .05) the T2D status effect on reaction time (⌬F⫽ 6.2, p ⬍ .05).
Follow-up within-group depression-speed correlations revealed opposite patterns (r ⫽ .16 for controls and r ⫽ ⫺.20 for T2D group).
Negative affect moderated ( p ⬍ .05) the T2D status effect on semantic speed (⌬F ⫽ 6.5, p ⬍ .05); the within-group affect-speed correlations revealed opposite patterns (r ⫽ ⫺.10 for control group and r ⫽
.25 for diabetes group) (higher performance indicates slower speed).

Research Question 3: Testing and Identification
of Mediator Effects
Three of the six covariates functioned as significant mediators in
qualifying the T2D-cognition relationship, including two biological
vitality markers (systolic blood pressure, gait-balance composite)
and subjective health composite. First, systolic blood pressure
significantly mediated the effect of T2D on four cognitive measures
(see Figure 1): (1) episodic memory (36% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽
⫺2.02, p ⬍ .05); (2) CTT-2 (29% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽ 2.17,
p ⬍ .05); (3) reaction time (32% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽ 2.23,
p ⬍ .05); and (4) DSS (46% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽ ⫺2.78, p ⬍
.01). Second, the subjective health composite was a mediator for five
cognitive measures (see Figure 2): (1) episodic memory (47% atten-

Table 2
Analysis of Variance for Potential Covariates and Neuropsychological Variables
Potential covariate

df

F

Neuropsychological measures

df

F

Depression
Negative affect
Positive affect
Subjective health composite
BMI
Peak expiratory
Grip strength
Systolic blood pressure
Diastolic blood pressure
Gait-balance composite
ALQ physical activities
ALQ social engagement
ALQ novel information processing

489
497
497
497
493
474
474
483
483
493
491
490
491

3.90ⴱ
5.47ⴱ
1.11
27.0ⴱⴱ
27.5ⴱⴱ
.88
.04
16.5ⴱⴱ
2.80
8.57ⴱⴱ
3.69
1.59
.07

Episodic memory composite
RAVLT Trial B
RAVLT Trial A6
Vocabulary
Fact recall
VLS opposites
VLS figures of speech
VLS similarities
Hayling
Stroop
Brixton
Color trails Test 2
Reaction time composite
Semantic speed composite
Digit symbol substitution

494
497
497
497
497
495
495
495
479
486
484
488
489
489
489

7.30ⴱⴱ
.02
.06
.54
.22
1.36
1.45
2.88
12.3ⴱⴱ
4.15ⴱ
3.64
10.5ⴱⴱ
10.6ⴱⴱ
19.8ⴱⴱ
6.12ⴱ

Note. All significant mean differences are in accordance with the expectation that the control group would
perform (or display) better (or more) of the attribute. Means (and SDs) are not displayed, as they are not
interpreted.
ⴱ
p ⬍ .05. ⴱⴱ p ⬍ .01 or p ⬍ .001.

.01
.01
—

.01
—
—

.02
.06
—

.02
.02
—

.01
.02
—

.02
—
—

⫺.12
⫺.12
—

⫺.12
—
—

⫺.12
⫺.24
—

⫺.12
⫺.14
—

⫺.11
⫺.12
—

⫺.12
—
—

⌬R2
.09
—
—
.10
—
—
.09
.12
—
.09
—
—
.10
—
—
.09
—
—

7.1ⴱⴱ
—
—
7.4ⴱⴱ
29.7ⴱⴱ
—
7.3ⴱⴱ
9.1ⴱⴱ
—
5.8ⴱ
7.6ⴱⴱ
—
7.3ⴱⴱ
—
—

␤

7.1ⴱⴱ
6.9ⴱⴱ
—

⌬F

.01
—
—

.01
—
—

.01
—
—

.01
.01
—

.01
—
—

.01
—
—

⌬R2

Stroop

4.2ⴱ
—
—

4.6ⴱ
—
—

4.2ⴱ
—
—

4.3ⴱ
6.8ⴱ
—

4.5ⴱ
—
—

4.2ⴱ
—
—

⌬F

⫺.16
—
—

⫺.17
—
—

⫺.16
—
—

⫺.16
⫺.21
—

⫺.16
⫺.10
—

⫺.16
—
—

␤

.03
—
—

.03
—
—

.03
—
—

.03
.04
—

.03
.01
—

.03
—
—

⌬R2

Hayling

12.3ⴱⴱ
—
—

13.4ⴱⴱ
—
—

12.3ⴱⴱ
—
—

12.1ⴱⴱ
21.4ⴱⴱ
—

12.6ⴱⴱ
4.2ⴱ
—

12.2ⴱⴱ
—
—

⌬F

.14
—
—

.12
.09
—

.14
.13
—

.15
.25
—

.14
—
—

.15
.12
—

␤

.02
—
—

.02
.01
—

.02
.02
—

.02
.06
—

.02
—
—

.02
.01
—

⌬R2

10.5ⴱⴱ
—
—

7.3ⴱⴱ
4.0ⴱ
—

10.5ⴱⴱ
8.2ⴱⴱ
—

10.6ⴱⴱ
33.3ⴱⴱ
—

10.0ⴱⴱ
—
—

10.4ⴱⴱ
6.7ⴱ
—

⌬F

Color trails Test 2

.20
⫺.05
.19

.19
.12
—

.20
.16
—

.20
.29
—

.19
—
—

.20
—
—

␤

.04
.00
.01

.04
.02
—

.04
.02
—

.04
.08
—

.04
—
—

.04
—
—

⌬R2

19.8ⴱⴱ
1.4
6.5ⴱ

18.6ⴱⴱ
7.7ⴱⴱ
—

19.8ⴱⴱ
12.0ⴱⴱ
—

20.6ⴱⴱ
44.6ⴱⴱ
—

18.8ⴱⴱ
—
—

19.6ⴱⴱ
—
—

⌬F

Semantic speed

Note. B1 (Block 1) ⫽ diabetes; B2 (Block 2) ⫽ potential moderator; B3 (Block 3) ⫽ diabetes X potential moderator variable.
ⴱ
p ⬍ .05. ⴱⴱ p ⬍ .01 or p ⬍ .001.

Systolic blood pressure
B1
B2
B3
Body Mass Index
B1
B2
B3
Gait-balance composite
B1
B2
B3
Subjective health
B1
B2
B3
Depression
B1
B2
B3
Negative affect
B1
B2
B3

␤

Episodic memory

.14
⫺.10
—

.15
.12
⫺.22

.14
.18
—

.15
.43
—

.16
—
—

.15
.13
—

␤

.02
.01
—

.02
.02
.01

.02
.03
—

.02
.19
—

.02
—
—

.02
.02
—

⌬R2

10.6ⴱⴱ
5.0ⴱ
—

11.0ⴱⴱ
7.3ⴱⴱ
6.2ⴱ

10.6ⴱⴱ
15.0ⴱⴱ
—

10.9ⴱⴱ
113.5ⴱⴱ
—

12.5ⴱⴱ
—
—

10.7ⴱⴱ
8.0ⴱⴱ
—

⌬F

Reaction time

Table 3
Hierarchical Multiple Regressions Examining Interaction Effects Associated With Potential Moderators of Type 2 Diabetes-Cognition Relationships

⫺.11
.12
—

⫺.11
—
—

⫺.11
⫺.14
—

⫺.11
⫺.32
—

⫺.11
—
—

⫺.11
⫺.17
—

␤

.01
.02
—

.01
—
—

.01
.02
—

.01
.10
—

.01
—
—

.01
.03
—

⌬R2

6.1ⴱ
7.3ⴱⴱ
—

6.0ⴱ
—
—

6.1ⴱ
9.6ⴱⴱ
—

6.4ⴱ
56.3ⴱⴱ
—

6.1ⴱ
—
—

6.2ⴱ
14.0ⴱⴱ
—

⌬F

Digit symbol
substitution
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Mediator
Systolic Blood Pressure

1. β = -.12**
2. β = .12**
3. β = .13**
4. β = .17**

β = .18**

Cognitive Outcomes
Direct Effect
Type 2 Diabetes
1. β = -.12*/ -.10**
2. β = .15*/ .12*
3. β = .15*/ .12*
4. β = -.11*/ -.17*

1. Episodic Memory
2. Color Trails Test 2
3. Reaction Time
4. Digit Symbol Substitution

Note. Standardized coefficients after the slash indicate weight after inclusion of specified mediator. *p < .05. **p < .01
and p < .001.

Figure 1.

Systolic blood pressure as a mediator of four T2D-cognition relationships in older adults.

uation, Sobel test ⫽ ⫺2.61, p ⬍ .01); (2) CTT-2 (38% attenuation,
Sobel test ⫽ 2.51, p ⬍ .05); (3) semantic speed (36% attenuation,
Sobel test ⫽ 2.87, p ⬍ .01); (4) reaction time (48% attenuation, Sobel
test ⫽ 3.12, p ⬍ .01); and (5) digit symbol substitution (50%
attenuation, Sobel test ⫽ ⫺2.67, p ⬍ .01). Third, the gait-balance
composite was a significant mediator for all seven of the cognitive
measures (see Figure 3): (1) episodic memory (47% attenuation,
Sobel test ⫽ ⫺2.58, p ⬍ .01); (2) Stroop (33% attenuation, Sobel
test ⫽ 1.95, p ⬍ .05); (3) Hayling (32% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽
⫺2.48, p ⬍ .05); (4) CTT-2 (38% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽ 2.61, p ⬍
.01); (5) semantic speed (34% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽ 2.68, p ⬍
.01); (6) reaction time (59% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽ 2.83, p ⬍ .01);
and (7) DSS (62% attenuation, Sobel test ⫽ ⫺2.73, p ⬍ .01).

Discussion
The general goal of this study was to advance our understanding
of T2D-cognition relationships in older adults by linking and

testing comprehensive sets of potential moderators, potential mediators, and multiple cognitive outcomes. This study contributed
(1) broad coverage of relevant cognitive domains, (2) multiple
indicators of some of these domains, (3) measures of numerous
potential distal covariates relevant to T2D-cognition relationships,
and (4) systematic testing of moderator and mediator effects.
Results for three research questions are summarized.

Research Question 1: Selection of Covariate
and Cognitive Measures
In the first (covariate) phase, 6 of the 13 candidate covariates
from three of the four conceptual domains (biological vitality,
personal affect, subjective health, but not lifestyle) were associated
with significant group differences, all in the direction of control
participants displaying higher (or more advantageous) levels than
T2D participants. The results confirmed the relevance of systolic
blood pressure, a commonly applied covariate in the neuropsycho-

Mediator
Subjective Health Composite
β = .23**

1. β = -.14**
2. β = .13**
3. β = .16**
4. β = .18**
5. β = -.14**

Cognitive Outcomes
Direct Effect
Type 2 Diabetes
1. β = -.12*/ -.09**
2. β = .15*/ .12*
3. β = .20*/ .16*
4. β = .15*/ .11*
4. β = -.11*/ -.08**

1. Episodic Memory
2. Color Trails Test 2
3. Semantic Speed
4. Reaction Time
5. Digit Symbol Substitution

Note. Standardized coefficients after the slash indicate weight after inclusion of specified mediator. *p < .05. **p < .01
and p < .001.

Figure 2.

Subjective health composite as a mediator of five T2D-cognition relationships in older adults.
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Mediator
Gait-Balance Composite
β = .13**

1. β = -.24**
2. β = .12**
3. β = -.21**
4. β = .25**
5. β = .29**
6. β = .43**
7. β = -.32**

Cognitive Outcomes
Direct Effect
Type 2 Diabetes
1. β = -.12*/ -.09**
2. β = .09*/ .08
3. β = -.16*/ -.13*
4. β = .15*/ .12*
5. β = .20*/ .17*
6. β = .15*/ .10**
7. β = -.11*/ -.07**

1. Episodic Memory
2. Stroop
3. Hayling
4. Color Trails Test 2
5. Semantic Speed
6. Reaction Time
7. Digit Symbol Substitution

Note. Standardized coefficients after the slash indicate weight after inclusion of specified mediator. *p < .05. **p < .01
and p < .001.

Figure 3.

Gait-balance composite as a mediator of seven T2D-cognition relationships in older adults.

logical T2D-cognition literature. The remaining five significant
covariates (i.e., BMI, gait-balance, depression, negative affect,
subjective health) have been informally noted but not previously
tested. Future T2D-cognition researchers may find it useful to
further investigate the roles of these covariates. The current results
did not support the conceptual and clinical observations that the
domain of lifestyle activities (as measured in this study, i.e., social
engagement, cognitive activity, physical activity) affected adjustment and outcome to T2D status. Conceivably, alternative measures of lifestyle activities or more clinically severe T2D cases
could be explored (Stern, 2007). In the second (cognitive) phase,
analyses showed that seven measures produced group differences
in the expected direction: episodic memory, Hayling, Stroop,
CTT-2, semantic speed, reaction time, and DSS. The effects
closely replicated our own previous T2D research (Fischer et al.,
2009; Yeung et al., 2009). One minor exception is the new episodic memory difference, which has been observed elsewhere
(Nilsson, 2006) and was based here on a composite measure not
tested previously. In summary, seven cognitive variables (eight
excluded) and six covariate variables (seven excluded) were selected empirically for the main analyses.

Research Question 2: Moderator Effects?
In neuropsychological research, significant moderators are expected to affect the strength (not the direction) of the direct effect
of the predictor (i.e., T2D status) on the criterion variable (i.e.,
cognition). Accordingly, we tested whether a potential moderator
would either weaken or enhance the T2D-cognition association.
Either pattern would be signaled by a significant interaction term
in the regression (see Table 3). The first result (see Block 1)
confirmed that T2D status was related to performance on these
cognitive tests. The second result (see Block 2) is more novel, in
that it shows that several covariates are associated with cognitive
performance after removing variance attributable to T2D status.
Most prominently indicated were systolic blood pressure, gait-

balance, subjective health, and depression, all of which were
related to performance on at least four of the cognitive tasks (as
they can be in normal aging; Wahlin, 2004). On the cognitive side,
the predominant effects were on speed-intensive tasks and the
episodic memory composite. The Block 2 results support the
recommendations that future research in T2D-cognition relationships (1) include a broader base of covariates from several distal
domains of influence and (2) investigate alternative T2D-related
indicators (e.g., HbA1C levels; Nilsson & Wahlin, 2009), cognitive indicators (e.g., speed and inhibition are underrepresented in
the literature), and even predictor-criterion arrangements.
The third result is that only two of the moderator-related interaction terms (see Block 3, Table 3) approached significance ( p ⬍
.05; a priori set at p ⬍ .01). Therefore, the candidate covariate
variables were related to cognition in this sample but they did not
robustly affect the strength of specific T2D-cognition associations.
For archival purposes, we comment briefly on these two moderators, both of which were from the personal affect category. Specifically, depression and negative affect tended to moderate the
effects of T2D on speeded performance tasks. Regarding depression, follow-up correlations (depression-speed in each group)
showed different patterns, with a generally expected (e.g., BoninGuillaume, Blin, & Hasbroucq, 2004) exacerbated slowing associated with greater depression scores for the older control participants, but the opposite pattern for the T2D participants. Future
researchers may wish to examine in more clinical detail how the
acknowledged complexities of depression in older adults with T2D
(e.g., Hendrickx et al., 2005; Ludman et al., 2004; Lustman &
Clouse, 2007) may be associated with relatively preserved neurocognitive functioning as compared with typical older adults. Conceivably, diabetes-type depression is relatively autonomous from
diabetes-related cognitive deficits (Brands et al., 2007), and perhaps especially for relatively early and managed cases as measured by
relatively straightforward speed tests. Regarding negative affect, the
T2D group showed a differential tendency for slower performance on
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semantic speed as levels of negative affect increased. Notably, negative affect may have complicating implications for cognition in
older adults with T2D (e.g., Fisher et al., 2007; Kressin, Spiro, &
Skinner, 2000; Van der Does et al., 1996). For example, symptom
perception in T2D is influenced not only by actual blood glucose
levels, but also by cognitive and emotional responses, particularly
negative affectivity (Van der Does et al., 1996). In summary, (1)
two moderator results were not significant by the a priori criterion,
(2) observed patterns were not robust across all other speed tests,
(3) personal affect attributes were displayed at nonclinical levels,
but (4) future research should explore in more clinical detail how
affective attributes can play moderating T2D-cognition roles.

Research Question 3: Mediator Effects
As can be seen in Figures 1–3, the significant mediators of
substantial T2D-cognition relationships were: systolic blood pressure, subjective health, and gait-balance. We explore, in turn,
possible mechanisms linking T2D and cognition for each of these
three mediators.
Systolic blood pressure. Systolic blood pressure is typically
included as a covariate in T2D-cognition studies (e.g., Hassing et
al., 2004), although it has not been previously tested as a moderator or mediator. We observed that systolic blood pressure attenuated the T2D-cognition relationship by ⬃30 –50% for four cognitive measures (in three different domains): episodic memory
composite, neurocognitive speed (reaction time, DSS), and executive function (shifting: CTT-2). This suggests that a connection
between T2D and cognitive deficits may operate through processes
represented by clinically relevant systolic blood pressure levels
(e.g., Kumari, Brunner, & Fuhrer, 2000), and may be associated
with T2D-related vascular disturbance. Systolic blood pressure has
been related to cognitive decline in some T2D-related conditions
(Waldstein, Giggey, Thayer, & Zonderman, 2005; Xu et al., 2004),
with a recent report showing that episodic memory, neurocognitive
speed and cognitive shifting are affected (van den Berg, Kloppenborg, Kessels, Kappelle, & Biessels, 2009). However, the modulating effects of hypertension on cognitive function in T2D have
been observed under several conditions (e.g., Elias et al., 1997;
Hassing et al., 2004; Manschot et al., 2007) but not uniformly (den
Heijer et al., 2003; Kanaya et al., 2004). One possibility is that
T2D and hypertension may be interacting parts of a larger metabolic syndrome, including hyperglycemia and insulin resistance.
Notably, each of these is a risk factor for cerebrovascular damage,
cortical and subcortical atrophy, and impaired cognition (Akisaki
et al., 2006; den Heijer et al., 2003), especially when observed
together (Kodl & Seaquist, 2008). Regarding continuous glucoserelated conditions, both hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia (a common side effect of T2D) can contribute to neuro-vascular disturbance, which is also associated with subsequent and proportionate
cognitive decline (Roriz-Filho et al., 2009). Regarding insulin
resistance (and subsequent insulinemia), subsequent higher levels
of inflammation can exacerbate macrovascular disease, which may
contribute to cognitive decline among some adults with T2D.
Overall, some vascular-related changes associated with T2D can
lead to a variety of conditions known to be risk factors for
cognitive dysfunction (Lu, Lin, & Kuo, 2009). Clearly, subclinical
systolic blood pressure, hypertension, and associated vascular conditions merit further T2D-cognition research.
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Subjective health. This composite variable was a significant
mediator of T2D-cognition relationships, as demonstrated by significant attenuation (between 35–50%) of the direct effect. Fully
five cognitive outcome measures were affected (see Figure 2): (1)
episodic memory, (2) three speed markers (semantic speed, reaction time, and DSS), and (3) executive function (shifting: CTT-2).
By design, the subjective health represented a recommended broad
range of the construct reflecting a personal summary of an individual’s knowledge and beliefs about a variety of health-related
aspects (e.g., Jylhä, Volpato, & Guralnik, 2006; Sargent-Cox et al.,
2008). Among older adults strong measures of subjective health
have had notable associations with objective health conditions,
physician’s ratings of health, psychological resources and attitudes, and social engagement or networks (Moor, Zimprich,
Schmitt, & Kliegel, 2006; Sargent-Cox et al., 2008; Wahlin et al.,
2006), as well as basic biological markers (e.g., high density
lipoprotein cholesterol, white cell count; Goldman, Glei, & Chang,
2004; Tomten & Høstmark, 2007). Once diagnosed, T2D is a
disease that obligates awareness along all of the dimensions of
subjective health (Jylhä et al., 2006), including direct and indirect
health information (e.g., chronicity, severity, prognosis) and everyday functional implications (e.g., health burden, management
requirements, effects on everyday life). Even when managed in the
context of available health care (e.g., the present VLS Canadian
participants), the presence of T2D would be associated with (1)
biological changes (e.g., increased insulin resistance), (2) constant
T2D management requirements for self-care, emotion, and psychosocial stress (Lekander, Elofsson, Neve, Hansson, & Unden,
2004; Meyer et al., 2005), and (3) likely lower levels of subjective
health (e.g., Bjorner et al., 1996; Svedberg, Gatz, & Pedersen,
2009; Undén et al., 2008).
In turn, subjective health has been related to cognitive performance among healthy older adults (e.g., Wahlin et al., 2006), with
speculation that even stronger relationships might be found for
more diverse populations with specific health conditions (Hultsch,
Hammer, & Small, 1993). Regarding diabetes patients, subjective
health measures recently predicted several important T2D-related
complications, including cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
events (e.g., myocardial infarctions, stroke; Hayes et al., 2008),
which are known risk factors for cognitive deficits (e.g., Anstey,
Mack, & von Sanden, 2006; Mansueti, de Frias, Bub, & Dixon,
2008; Wahlin, 2004). In addition to mechanisms associated with
actual health conditions, subjective health may mediate T2Dcognition relationships through subjective-affective comorbidities.
Specifically, T2D may exacerbate levels of psychosocial stress,
depression, and (lower) health self-efficacy—all of which may
negatively affect motivation for performance on cognitive tests
(Mulsant, Ganguli, & Seaberg, 1997). With T2D, processes of
interoception may detect inner biological stimuli of discomfort or
nutritional deficits that could be associated with lower subjective
health ratings and, by extension, cognitive performance (Jylhä et
al., 2006). In summary, we found that subjective health (broadly
measured) is an important consideration in understanding the
extent and manner of T2D-cognition relationships. Although it is
common in the neurospychology literature for single subjective
health measures to be included in background participant information, future research may wish to enrich the assessment of subjec-
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tive health and include new indices as covariates in assessing the
effects of T2D on outcomes reflecting medical and cognitive
health.
Gait-balance. The gait-balance composite was a mediator of
T2D-cognition relationships for all seven cognitive measures,
spanning the domains of speed, executive functions, and episodic
memory (see Figure 3). Moreover, the attenuation effects were
substantial, ranging between 32 and 62%. As foreshadowed in the
review, the results are consistent with the possibility that T2D may
operate on cognition partially through its intermediate effects on
(1) a set of specific neural mechanisms (e.g., vestibular system)
that are associated with decrements in both gait-balance and specific aspects of cognition or (2) mechanisms which diffusely affect
the brain such that multiple overlapping areas associated with
gait-balance and cognition are both affected. Although gait-balance has been conceptually linked to T2D and cognition (Hassing
et al., 2004; Holzer et al., 2006), no previous studies have tested or
reported that it serves a mediator role in the association. Therefore,
the present discussion focuses on aging-related research linking
T2D to gait-balance and then on research linking gait-balance to
cognition.
With typical aging, walking can become a complex task requiring dynamic integration from sensory (e.g., exterioceptive senses
such as touch and balance, as well as proprioceptive senses),
neural, and cognitive modalities (Hausdorff, Yogev, Springer,
Simon, & Giladi, 2005). In addition, awareness of the severe
health risk of falls likely informs gait-balance behavior in older
adults. Moreover, with increases in individual vulnerabilities (e.g.,
gait-balance-related impairment, risk for reduced strength or mobility, vascular risk factors) or task complexities (e.g., cognitive
load, competing resource demands), gait and balance performance
may decrease further (Holzer et al., 2006; Lövdén, Schaefer,
Pohlmeyer, & Lindenberg, 2008). T2D (and its common physical
comorbidities) has been associated with elements of gait-balance
performance, such as slower walking speed, lack of balance episodes, and increased falls (Gregg & Brown, 2003). These T2Drelated gait-balance deficits may be the result of central damages to
the vestibular, somatic, and autonomous system as a result of: (1)
vascular (e.g., microcirculation) changes associated with poor glycemic control (Petrofsky, Lee, & Bweir, 2005), (2) lesion location
and presence of projections to hippocampus or cerebral cortex
(Hanes & McCollum, 2006), or (3) interactive effects. The mechanisms of T2D-related postural and gait alterations are not firmly
fixed in the literature, but some researchers have pointed to peripheral somatosensory neuropathy and subsequent sensitization of
the vestibular system (Darlington, Erasmus, Nicholson, King, &
Smith, 2000; Horak & Hlavacka, 2001; Petrofsky et al., 2005). In
addition, the cognitive effects that might be expected from gaitbalance decrements are multifactorial in that they are related to
several potential cortical mechanisms and cognitive processes
(Holzer et al., 2006). Specifically, neurocognitive speed, executive
control, and episodic memory have been identified as key components of walking speed in older adults and are likely markers or
correlates of gait-balance decrements (e.g., Holzer et al., 2006; van
Iersel et al., 2008; Verghese et al., 2002). As illustrated in our
results (see Figure 3), these are indeed the effects we observe as
outcomes of the gait-balance mediation of T2D-cognition relationships.

By design our gait and balance tasks were basic ones, not
requiring any concurrent or competing physical or cognitive activity. For typical (and cognitively vulnerable) older adults, increments of cognitive and physical load during gait-balance tasks are
associated with decrements in performance (e.g., Lövdén et al.,
2008). The present tasks were designed to permit an external focus
of attention, such that participants could fully monitor their movement operations. Given the present unique results with basic gaitbalance tasks, future research with advanced techniques and more
diverse samples may permit (1) identification of specific mechanisms being affected by T2D that, in turn, affect cognitive performance, and (2) evaluation of T2D-related foot conditions (e.g.,
diabetic foot) that could affect other samples.

Summary and Conclusion
The results of this study show that (1) multiple relatively distal
covariates may influence T2D-cognition relationships, and (2)
three of these covariates functioned as mediators of substantial
T2D-cognition relationships. Specifically, measures of vascular
health (e.g., systolic blood pressure), functional and subjective
health, and gait-balance integrity play an important role in modulating the effects of T2D on cognition in older adults. To be sure,
T2D-cognition relationships may also be affected by diseaseproximal biological complications, such as glycemia, insulin resistance, and microinfarcts (e.g., Manschot et al., 2007). Future
research may be directed at further explicating the mechanisms
within (and interactions among) candidate covariates from both
relatively proximal and distal domains. Distal covariates may be
especially relevant to understanding T2D-cognition relationships
in earlier phases or in better-managed cases of T2D. A testable
implication is that more disease-proximal biological covariates
may become especially relevant in later phases, older age groups,
or less-managed cases.
Several strengths and limitations of the present study should be
noted. First, our design was cross-sectional and thus we are unable
to establish temporal relationships. The VLS and other studies will
eventually have multiwave longitudinal data for investigations of
moderators or mediators of changes in T2D-cognition relationships. Second, our volunteer sample included fairly well-educated
Canadian older adults, most of whom benefit from a national
health care system. Although our results are likely representative
of a large and growing group of aging adults (e.g., western society
boomers), they are not necessarily generalizable to all populations
of older adults, including very old adults. Third, our T2D diagnosis
procedures follow a strict and multifaceted protocol (e.g., objective
medication data), but the VLS does not currently have more
precise biological measures (e.g., HbA1c) which would be especially useful in confirming that no controls are in undiagnosed or
preclinical T2D conditions (Nilsson, 2006). The practical implications are relatively minor, as our control group size is substantial
and a few such cases would only make our tests slightly more
conservative. Fourth, although it would be preferable to have a
larger number in our T2D group, it is within the range of other
comparable neuropsychological studies and is sufficient for the
analyses we conducted. In addition, the percentage of T2D participants in this sample is similar to the prevalence rate in Canada.
Fifth, among the strengths of this study is the extensive VLS
battery itself, which provided the bases for systematic tests of (1)
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a theoretically pertinent set of cognitive neuropsychological measures and (2) a set of candidate covariate markers well-matched to
the literature. Further investigations using either the same or alternative operational definitions of candidate covariates are encouraged, especially as they may supplement or interact with select
proximal (T2D-related) biological covariates as well as related
neurobiological conditions (infarcts, white matter lesions; Manschot et al., 2006, 2007).
In summary, the present report assembled clinical observations,
empirical results, and suggested research directions regarding
T2D-cognition relationships in aging. Our findings offer a relatively comprehensive perspective of T2D-related cognitive deficits, comorbidities, and modulating influences. The implications
for future research reach across several fields of study and application. These include neuropsychological research on neural bases
of T2D-related cognitive decline, clinical research on intervention
and treatment strategies, and larger-scale longitudinal epidemiological studies, all of which will help clarify the multilateral (and
possibly dynamic) relationships and mechanisms of T2D, related
comorbidities, and cognitive outcomes.
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